
Heavy Equipment Armor is the 
first and only company dedicated to 
building skeleton screen windows for 
Caterpillar skid steers.

Protect yourself and your assets.

Heavy Equipment Armor

www.Hearmor.com

Protection You 
Can Count on!

Protection you can count on!

208.772.3076
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PROTECTION YOU CAN COUNT ON!

Caterpillar Skid Steer Skeleton Screen 
Window



Heavy Equipment Armor is the first and only company dedicated to building ballistic door, & top guard, for skid steers. 
Whether your machine is moving dirt with a bucket, lifting materials on the job site, masticating, demolition, or doing a specialized job
with an attachment.

Skid Steer Protection

www.Hearmor.com

CAT Skid Steer Skeleton Door Overview:

Easily mounts to the factory door.

No modifications to
carrier required. 

Only works with factory
Caterpillar polycarbonate door, 
on the Caterpillar skid steer
"D, D2, & D3" models. 

There are two different skeleton steel front door guards, the only 
difference between the two is the screen spacing. They both easily 
mount up to the factory CAT polycarbonate door, on the CAT Skid Steer 
“D3” Models. Installation time is approximately 1 hour.

The Skeleton Front Door Guard for CAT skid steers installs easily onto 
the skid steer using factory hardware from your original door, including 
hinges, lock system and emergency escape system. Integrated push 
bumper system spreads weight of door over cab, keeping weight off the 
hinges.

SKELETON FRONT DOOR GUARD fits most “D, D2, & D3” model 
skid steers. Be safe knowing you have added protection to your front 
poly-carbonate door.

Increase Protection 
with our Skeleton 
Door Guard for
Caterpillar Skid 
Steers

Skeleton Door Guard

AVAILABLE IN 2 STYLES: 
2.5X5” OR 5X5”

(PART# CAT-DG2.5 OR CAT-DG5)

PLEASE NOTE: This guard is intended as a brush guard only. It is not a certified FOPS/ROPS guard.
View From Inside Looking Out Figure 1 View From Inside Looking Out

Fits current CAT "D, D2, & D3” model skid steers,
compact track loaders, and multi terrain loaders:

226D, 232D, 236D, 239D, 242D, 246D, 249D, 257D, 259D, 
262D, 272D, 277D, 279D, 287D, 289D, 297D, 299D, 272D2, 

272D2 XHP, 287D2, 297D2 XHP, 299D2, 299D2, XHP, 
226D3, 232D3, 236D3, 239D3, 242D3, 246D3, 249D3, 

257D3, 258D3, 262D3, 272D3, 272D3 XE 279D3, 289D3, 
299D3, 299D3 XE, 299D3 XE Land Management
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Visit us: Hearmor.com

Heavy Equipment Armor is the first and only company dedicated to building ballistic window/door, top 
guard, and cab guard products for heavy equipment. Whether your machine is moving dirt with
a bucket, lifting materials on the job site, masticating, demolition, or doing a specialized job with an
attachment; You can count on Heavy Equipment Armor's UL 752 Rating ballistic window and cab 
guards protecting your assets! Our enhanced guarding will be there to help protect the operator and 
the heavy equipment.

Heavy Equipment Armor was created because of the need for additional guarding on heavy machinery 
like Excavators and Skid Steers. These machines are increasingly being tasked as stand-alone 
machines because of their ability to carry multiple different tools to get the job done, and they
dominate the modern job site.

Our enhanced products like our cab guards for excavators and skid steer armor add another safety 
protection level for the operator and the machine. A company’s most valuable asset is protected – 
It’s PEOPLE. This, in turn, reduces injuries which reduce business costs and disruption. Our heavy 
equipment protection also improves work quality. Insurance claims decrease in safe work 
environments with Heavy Equipment Armor’s enhanced cab guards and ballistic grade 
UL 752 windows.
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PROTECTION YOU CAN COUNT ON!


